
From Bags to Stitches 
 
 I always have good intentions when I put the leftovers in the freezer, thinking “That will 
make a nice dinner sometime when we don’t feel like cooking.”  Then I promptly forget 
about them, and, after weeks then months have passed, I finally throw the leftovers out.  
No wonder my husband jokingly calls our freezer the graveyard for all leftovers.  
Similarly, I put all of my scraps of fabric in bags and bins, and keep them in my 
basement.  So, just as my freezer has become a graveyard for my leftovers, my 
basement has become a tomb for scraps of fabric!  I can’t throw good fabric out (unlike 
food, apparently), so the bags and bins get more plentiful.  However, I have finally found 
a method to organize these scraps, and, as a result, I have turned my scraps into some 
awesome quilts. 
 
  

Here are some tips on how to organize your scraps: 

1.  Cut your scraps into strips.  You decide the width to cut—most any width can be used in 

scrap quilts.   For example, 1 1/2 “ strips or smaller are great for making string quilts, 

while anything wider contributes to additional quilt designs. 

2. Cut your scraps into squares.  Again, you decide what size squares you want to cut.  

Cutting  2 ½” up to 5” squares will give you lots of options. 

3. Cut your scraps into bricks.  This option provides the rectangular blocks that many scrap 

quilts call for.  Again, you decide the size. 

4. Cutting these scraps can be tedious, so here’s a quick method:  Press fabrics by stacking 

scraps and pressing.  Then move them to your cutting mat, and cut many thicknesses 

into the squares, rectangles, or strips. 

5. Sort your scraps by length, color, or dark and light.  You can stack them and secure them 

with bag clips, or roll them and secure with a rubber band, or place them in drawer 

organizers.  The key is, once you’ve spent the time pressing and cutting, you want the 

scraps to stay organized.  

The memories of my grandmother are with me forever when I look at her quilts because they 

are all made with scraps of her clothing.   Patricia Wilens expressed this sentiment best:  “My 

grandmother’s sewing days are gone, but they inspired me to collect stacks of cotton fabric, 

and I’m stingy about parting with any of it. . .The love of fabric is a hope that one day a little 

piece will make a memory.” 

 

There are many scrap patterns available.  Have fun turning those bags into stitches!  
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